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The Story So Far

September 2015 saw the release of a major study focused 
on the transition to Open Access (OA) in the United 
Kingdom. Working with colleagues from the Research 

Elsevier, our aim was to gather authoritative indicators 

and globally. Factors considered included the availability 
of OA options, their take-up by authors, usage of OA 

to be of interest to a wide range of stakeholders including 
publishers, research funders, academic institutions and 
learned societies, all of whom were represented on the 
project’s steering group.

largest proportion following the hybrid model. Meanwhile, subscription-only journals fell between 
2012 and 2014, both in numbers and as a proportion of all journals, with the fall particularly marked 
among those in which UK authors publish. This drop can be attributed to growing pressure from 
research funders who want publishers to adapt their business models to meet new OA reporting 
requirements. Therefore, we are likely to see a situation where the vast majority of authors will have 
the option to make their articles immediately OA on publication.

In practice, the limited availability of funding combined with the slow pace of change within the 
research community means that take-up of OA options falls a long way short of its potential. We 
also found high levels of duplication of access via immediate OA (gold) and posted (green) routes. 
As a result, past studies which combined data on articles published as gold and green were liable 
to over-estimate the proportion of articles that are in fact openly available. Nevertheless, take-up of 
immediate OA options has grown steadily from 14% of total articles in 2012 to 17% in 2014. When 
posting of manuscripts (‘green OA’) in accordance with publisher policies is also taken into account, 
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25% of the world’s scholarly articles are now openly available within 12 months of publishing and 
27% within 24 months. Add in illicit postings (such as versions of record placed on social-sharing 
sites contrary to the policies of the relevant journals) and the proportion of OA content available 
after 24 months is still higher, at 34% globally and 43% in the United Kingdom.

Where do we go from here? Based on the results of our work and wider trends within scholarly 
communications, I am highlighting 10 developments that I believe will gain prominence in 2016. 

.]

1. Funders Ratcheting Up the Pressure

Funders and policy makers are setting increasingly ambitious goals for opening up the results of 
publicly-funded research. In the US, the true impact of federal funders’ public access mandates will 
become clearer in 2016 as they move from an implementation phase into operational reality. The 
European Commission has set a goal for 60% of European publicly-funded research articles to be 
available under OA by 2016, with national governments in the UK, France, Sweden, and Denmark 
all targeting 100% OA no later than 2025. Achieving these targets will require the adoption of 
increasingly stringent monitoring processes. At the same time we will see a progressive shift away 

fail to comply.

2. Development of an Open Scholarly Infrastructure

Making articles OA at scale relies on an open, inter-connected infrastructure which is built on 
sustainable principles and standards. Funders, policy makers and institutions are all taking a 
growing interest in the development and ownership of the infrastructure that supports scholarly 
communications. The central role of publishers and vendors in supporting scholarly communications 
will therefore come under increasing scrutiny. In response they will need to become ever more 
integrated with and embedded in the broader information landscape, capitalizing on the potential 

3. Experimentation with Pricing Models

Data released by UK funders such as Research Councils UK and the Wellcome Trust indicate that 
article processing charges (APCs) are stabilizing around an average of $2,500 across all disciplines, 
and $3,000 in the medical and life sciences. There remains variation between publishers, but there 
has been little or no growth in average APC prices over the last couple of years. With the European 
Commission recently announcing an APC cap of 2,000 Euros (c. $2,200) in a new post-grant OA pilot, 
funders are clearly signaling their desire to maintain prices at or below current levels for APCs, and 
well below the economic value of most articles in subscription journals. As a result, we can expect 
to see publishers seeking innovative ways to drive revenue growth whilst minimizing administrative 

mostly experimental at this stage, will require sophisticated tools and robust processes from both 

the complexity from the perspective of the author, and allows institutions to manage APCs and 
subscriptions together. We can also expect to see more radical initiatives along the lines of Thieme’s 



4. Pursuing Economies of Scale

to see more publishers seeking economies of scale in order to reduce their cost per article. While 
another deal like the one which created Springer Nature looks unlikely, further consolidation in 
the market seems inevitable, with the acquisition of Maney Publishing by Taylor & Francis a recent 
example. This will present further challenges for small and society publishers, many of which 
jealously guard their independence, but who could face an uphill struggle to maintain their market 
position. Our study found that UK learned societies currently generate revenues of over £300m (c. 
$500m) from publishing, and many are critically dependent on their publishing surpluses to support 

about the poor economics of gold OA, and the potential for green OA to put pressure on their 
subscription, reprint and rights models. In response, the outsourcing of activities to third-party 
vendors could become an increasingly popular defensive strategy, allowing smaller publishers to 

5. Increased Engagement Between Funders and Publishers

There is growing recognition of the need for pragmatic solutions to support delivery of OA at scale, 

will need to work more closely with the publishing community to drive forward the OA agenda. 
Science Europe, which comprises 50 major public research organizations in Europe, issued a set of 
principles earlier this year aimed at setting minimum standards for OA publishing services provided 
by scholarly publishers. For their part, publishers are already responding to US funder requirements 

publishers are likely to push for greater alignment of funder policies, potentially in machine-
readable form, and a more evidence-based approach to OA policy-making, particularly in relation to 
embargo periods.
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Yesterday, I offered five predictions for Open Access 
publishing in 2016. Today, I present five more.

6. Connectivity with Institutional Systems

Demand from institutions for publishers and their 
vendors to pass metadata, acceptance notifications and 
even manuscripts through to them automatically will 
continue to grow in 2016. Many librarians and research 
managers are now expected to monitor levels of OA 
publishing for both internal and external reporting 
purposes, and are exploring opportunities to capture this 
information more effectively in their internal systems. 
This will open up the possibility of extending publishing workflows right through to institutions’ 
current research information systems, thereby joining up the workflows of author and librarian, and 
eliminating the manual (and potentially error-prone) data entry that is taking place today.

7. Convergence on Standard Identifiers

As gaps and deficiencies in current datasets are exposed, the drive to adopt common identifiers to 
support publishing workflows will continue to gather momentum. ORCID is rapidly gaining currency 
with research funders and institutions, with national consortia agreements recently announced or 
proposed in Italy, the UK and Australia, among others. The desire from funders to monitor levels 
of compliance with their OA policies will mean FundREF also becomes increasingly indispensable. 
Publishers which have yet to put in place steps to capture these and other identifiers at the point of 
submission will need to move rapidly to do so.

To mark the start of Open Access Week, Rob Johnson, founder and director of Research 
Consulting, offers five more predictions for Open Access publishing in 2016.
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8. Rooting Out Bad Practice

A recent survey by Nature Publishing Group and Palgrave Macmillan found that a concern about 
perceptions of the quality of OA publications is still the leading factor in authors choosing not to 
publish OA. Addressing these concerns will remain a priority for the OA publishing community, and 
we can expect to see increasing convergence around the revised set of ‘Principles of Transparency 
and Best Practice in Scholarly Publishing’ agreed by a number of industry bodies in 2015.

At the same time, subscription publishers must grapple with the high levels of illicit article postings 
by authors; our own study found that that some 10% of the world’s scholarly articles are posted 
online in contravention of the relevant journal policies. Publishers will need to work increasingly 
closely with social sharing networks to find sustainable ways to enable article-sharing, building on 
the outcomes of an STM consultation on the topic in 2015.

9. Opening Up the Publishing Process

We can expect to see the principle of openness increasingly applied not only to articles, but to 
the publishing process itself. New initiatives will seek to open up the “black box” of peer review, 
through greater transparency in reviewer identities, and increased interactions between editors, 
reviewers and authors. Metrics-based approaches to assessing the scholarly value and impact of 
research will grow ever more sophisticated, but remain contentious. Authors will expect increasingly 
sophisticated and user-friendly systems to support manuscript tracking and payment-processing. 
All of this will increase the pressure on vendors and publishers to offer joined-up systems and 
processes.

10. From OA to Open Data

As OA becomes increasingly embedded in normal publication practice, funders and policy makers 
are now turning their attention to the need to make research data openly available. We can expect 
to see funder mandates progressively extended to include OA to data as well as the article itself, 
while journal publishers are also placing more stringent expectations on their authors to make 
supporting data freely available. The complexity and heterogeneity of the research data landscape, 
not to mention the understandable reluctance of authors to share data they have spent years 
developing and which they plan to further develop into articles and products, means this will be 
a slow transition with many false starts along the way. The direction of travel is clear; researchers 
will need to learn new techniques for curating and archiving their data while new and costly 
infrastructure will need to evolve.

Riding the Next Wave

The furor that surrounded the “transforming idea” of OA a few years ago has died down. We are all 
adjusting to a “new normal” where OA is an integral part of the scholarly communications landscape. 
The challenge now is one of integration and practice, as the consequences of OA ripple through the 
business models and infrastructure that underpin scholarly communications. Riding this next wave 
of change will require increased collaboration between all of the stakeholders involved in academic 
publishing. For publishers and vendors, meeting demands for standardization and information-
sharing without compromising their flexibility to pursue new business opportunities is surely the key 
to success in an OA future.
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